A surface-grafted ligand functionalization strategy for coordinate binding of doxorubicin at surface of PEGylated mesoporous silica nanoparticles: Toward pH-responsive drug delivery.
To achieve drug targeting and on-demand releasing, surface functionalization plays a critical role in fabricating potential mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) toward tumor chemotherapy. Here, we prepared a size-controllable ligand-functionalized MSNs delivery system via coordinate bonding, which can release doxorubicin (DOX) in response to pH and prolong the circulation time of drug in vivo. After modifying the external surface of MSNs with polyethylene glycol (PEG), iminodiacetic acid (IDA) as a ligand was mainly grafted on the surface of mesopores to chelate cupric iron and DOX in sequence via coordinate bonds. The modified MSNs exhibited a uniform size of about 72nm and could be stably dispersed in saline. After DOX loading, the drug loading content and encapsulation efficiency were calculated to be 9.3±0.1% and 92.8±0.6%, respectively. Moreover, the resultant MSNs showed a pH-responsive release property, which could avoid the premature leakage of drug in circulation and achieve on-demand release within the tumor cells. Additionally, the pharmacokinetic study in healthy rats demonstrated that DOX loaded in functionalized MSNs presented the longer circulation time and lower plasma clearance rate compared with DOX solution. These results indicated that PEG/IDA modified MSNs with pH-responsive release capacity possessed great promising as an anticancer drug delivery system.